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GAME DESCRIPTION
Cozy Cabin is a 2D casual sandbox simulation game for Android and iOS devices with a
very unique atmosphere. Create your character, pick a profession and retreat in a cozy cabin in
the woods.
The emphasis of the game will be not so much about maintaining your character stats at
optimum levels but instead the biggest goal of the game will be to build the best looking cabin
while playing the mini-games offered by each profession.
Buy clothes for your character, keep him healthy and strong and improve his life with
new rooms and items in your house. Decorate your cabin as best as you can while playing the
mini-games offered by each profession.

DESIGN GOALS

The game aims to achieve the following goals:








Creating your own customizable male or female character
Develop a profession system for the player:
o Hunter
o Fisherman
o Joiner
Develop fun mini-games that reward resources which can be later sold at the
market for in-game currency
Create a system that allows players to upgrade rooms and easily decorate cabin
with crafted items or items bought from the town stores
Develop an achievement system that rewards players with different unique
items such as player Equipment and decorative items.
Implement a seasonal cycle that affects the game visual elements: summer and
winter.

INFLUENCES

From the many survival games the biggest influence would be Don’t Starve with its
hunger and health mechanic. The professions system is inspired from Terraria’s skill system.
The mini-games involve simple mechanics popular to the smartphone market such as taping,
sliding and swiping. As far as interacting with the environments goes the biggest inspiration are
point-and-click adventure games. The visual style would be similar to the cartoonish graphics of
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Deponia. The game shares similarities with the Tamagotchi type of games where one needs to
take care of a pet (in this case a human), especially Pou.

TARGET MARKET







Males and females
15 to 21 years old
Likes games and owns an iOS/Android smartphone/tablet computer
Plays mobile games
Purchases content through apps, or online

IN-APP PURCHASES

The game will offer the player the chance to buy the in-game currency called XEROS by
visiting the Bank downtown. The specifics of in-app purchases will have to be set once a perfect
and viable in SELL and BUY system has been found in game.
What this means is that the in-app purchases will indeed offer the possibility for the
player to quickly advance through the game, which means buying the best weapons, fishing
equipment and whatnot, however it will be mainly destined for those who want to easily buy
the many visual items used to decorate the cabin rooms.
A player who does not want to spend money on in-game purchases should have just as
much fun as the one willing to buy in-game XEROS. Making your way straight to the end of the
game will make one miss all the content needed to advance in the journey towards increasing
the chosen profession skill.
A player who does not want to spend money on in-app purchases will have to dedicate a
little bit more time on selling resources and items in order to afford all the decorations,
character clothes, hairstyles etc.
E.g.:



5 USD gets you a certain amount of XEROS
10 USD gets you a certain amount of XEROS etc.

GAME MECHANICS
CORE GAMEPLAY

Launching the game for the first time prompts the player to create a new character with
the following attributes:
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Name
Gender: ♂ / ♀
Height  slider
Profession: Fisherman, Hunter, Joiner
Looks
o Hair
o Face
o Shirt
o Legs
o Shoes

Once the character has been created he/she will appear inside the cabin where a short
tutorial will show the player around. By the end of it the player will have placed the first basic
objects:







Fireplace
Log grate
Small Window
Hammock
Sawmill (if Joiner)
Drying Rack (if Fisherman or Hunter)
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CONTROLS

The player will have direct control of the character only when interacting with objects in
the background. If the player doesn’t initiate any actions that require the character to go or
interact with something, the character will move around on its own and do random stuff such
as watching outside the window, warm his hands at the fireplace, sit down at the table or read
a book in a comfy chair.
He will immediately stop doing any of his passive animations the moment he’s directly
given a command, such as fueling the fireplace, going to sleep, using the drawer to exchange
clothes or leaving the house
GAMEPLAY ELEMENTS

The character will be able to interact with almost every object inside the rooms. The
moment the player touches a Background element a small tooltip will appear with selectable
options:




Simple objects: these are game elements which will have a tooltip with 2 options
o Inspect
o Move
Stations: these are game elements which will have a tooltip with 3 options
o Use
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o Inspect
o Move
Inspect will trigger the character to say a short line in a chat bubble about the object.
Move will give the player the ability to move the object and place it somewhere else.
Use will open a new interface element depending on the object.

E.g. simple objects: painting, window, carpet, chair, table, vase, bookshelf, trophy.
E.g. stations: bed, fireplace, dresser, wooden chest, candle, switch, sawmill.
The character will have 2 stats that will need to be maintained at optimal levels:



Health (1-100%)
Stamina (1-100%)

The tutorial will explain the character stats, how they work and what affects them:
#

Stamina

Health

Decreases



Playing mini-games




Low temperature inside the room
When stamina is lower than 30%

Increases



Consumables (food,
beverages etc.)




Sleep
Medicine (bandages, pills etc.)

Room temperature depends on the fireplace. The player can tell if a room is cold or
warm depending on the ambient color in the room.





Level 0 cold: Without a fire the room is dark and cold.
Level 1 warm: Putting 1 log into the fireplace starts a small fire that lights up the
proximity of the fireplace giving the room a yellow tint.
Level 2 warmish: Putting a second log will increase the fire and light range, giving
the room a brighter orange color.
Level 3 cozy: Putting a third log will make the room very warm because the fire is
roaring, making the room bright and cozy with a light red tint.

The fire will last for a determined time duration but will at one point die out even during
the time the player doesn’t have the game open.
Stamina will increase faster depending on the fire level. Before going to sleep it would
be advised to fuel the fire at least to level 2.
MAPS AND LOCATIONS
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The action of the game takes place in a dense forest region. The main map of the game
will show the town, the cabin (near the lake), hunting spot, woodcutting spot and fishing spot.
Selecting the cabin will return the player inside the cottage.
Selecting the woodcutting area will start the Woodcutting mini-game.
Selecting the hunting area will start the Hunting mini-game.
Selecting the fishing spot will start the Fishing mini-game.
Before entering any of the 3 mini-game areas a screen will appear where the player will
be able to equip items that will increase his profession skill.

While the player is at the main map screen he will be able travel to the town where a
secondary map will appear upon accessing it.
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# Basic shops #

Sells/Services

Fishing Shop





Rods
Bait
Equipment

Hunters Shop





Rifles
Ammo
Equipment

Homedepot





Saws
Fasteners
Equipment

Home & Construction




Interior
Furniture

Pet Store





Pets
Food
Accessories

Supermarket



Consumables (food, drinks etc.)

Mall




Apparel
Barber/Hairdresser
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Apothecary



# Special buildings #

Medicine

Services

Town Hall



Open Market

Bank

The Town Hall will be used to buy basic utilities such as
Electricity, Sewerage. It will provide licenses for the
unlearned professions. It will be used to upgrade the
starting cottage with extra empty rooms (bathroom,
bedroom, garage etc.).
P.S: Town Hall displays the total hours of gameplay.
Electricity required for light, TV etc.
Sewerage required for the bathroom
The open market is used to sell resources obtained after
playing the mini-games, such as logs, fish, meat, hides and
woodworking products. At the same time, any other items
bought from the #basic buildings# can be sold here for a
lower price.
The bank displays how much money the player has in his
account and allows the player to make in-app purchases,
which is buying in-game currency (XEROS) with real
money using the “Deposit money” option.

MINI-GAMES

WOODCUTTING GAME
The woodcutting game is the main source of logs. The Joiner uses logs to craft different
types of products, such as statues, pan flutes, wooden spoons etc. The crafted products are the
main income source for the Joiner. Logs is also the main source of fuel for the fireplace.
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The game puts the character on one side of a big tree with his axe ready to chop it
down. A series of numbered circles will come from the left and right side and the moment they
reach the trunk the player needs to swipe in that spot. Depending on the side of the swipe the
player will move to the left or to the right side of the tree.
The speed of the incoming circles will start rather slow and gradually increase. A
progress ball will be decreasing constantly with each successful chop filling it up again by a
small amount. At some point the speed of the incoming circles will be rather high and the
player won’t be able to fill the bar quick enough. The moment the progress bar reaches 0 it is
game over and the player can start again.
The player will be rewarded 1 piece of Log for a certain amount of successful
consecutive chops, the amount increasing each time. For example the player receives 1 piece of
Log for the first 10 consecutive chops, afterwards he’ll receive another piece of Log for the next
20 consecutive chops without counting the ones before in case he doesn’t fail. Afterwards the
next 30 and so on.
JOINER GAME
The Joiner game is played when the player wants to craft carpentry specific products by
using the Sawmill inside his cabin.
If the player uses the “Use” option on the Sawmill the game will start.
Random nails will keep appearing from the left with their heads showing the number of
times they need to be tapped. A hammer will appear hitting the nail for each tap.
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The surface where the nails spawn consists of a long wooden board which will keep
moving to the right of the screen.

A timer will be present at the top of the screen which will gradually decrease. Each
number of missed bolts will make the timer decrease by a certain amount.
The nails will move to the right of the screen at a slow speed in the beginning, however,
the further the player advances in the game the faster the nails will spawn and the faster the
counter decreases.
Each successful nail increases the counter by a very small duration. At the end of the
game (when timer reaches 0) if the player has tapped the required number of nails (stated in
the Joiner Handbook) it will craft the final product.
Different products will require different fasteners which will replace the nails in the
mini-game, having no effect on the game difficulty instead will only serve an aesthetic purpose.
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HUNTING GAME
Hunting is the main source of meat and hides.

The game involves getting as close as possible to the animal without him spotting the
character. The player is spawned to the left side of the screen while a deer is grazing to the
right side, with a thick bush between the two. The goal is to get as close as possible to the bush
and tap the deer to start the shooting game. The closer you get to the bush, the easier it will be
to land a good shot. Of course, one can try and shoot the deer right from the beginning but that
requires a better weapon and even then it is really hard to land a good shot.
While a slider keeps moving right and left the player has to tap when the slider is in the
center in order to advance slowly and unheard towards the bush. Taping the slider further away
from the middle will cause a noisy step and the deer will raise his head to check the direction of
the bush. At that point the player has to tap and not release the finger from the screen (here
the characters crouches and stays still) until the deer gets back to grazing point at which the tap
can be released and the player continues to advance by hitting the middle with the slider. Not
holding tap fast enough when the deer hears you will make him run away so game over.
When starting the mini-game the slider moves at a medium speed and the closer one
gets to the bush the faster it moves making it more difficult to successfully sneak towards the
end.
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Once the player reaches the bush the slider disappears and the deer must be taped
once. At this point a new screen appears where the deer can be seen through the gun scope.
The center of the scope will keep moving in all directions and randomly on the deer. The closer
one gets to the bush, the slower the scope will move. Landing a hit near the neck or head will
be considered a good shot. Hitting it anywhere else and it is game over.
For every successfully shot deer the player receives 1 piece of meat and 1 piece of
animal skin. The meat can be sold fresh at the open market. It can be dried to increase its value
or for personal use. The skin can be dried to obtain animal hide which can be sold as well.

FISHING GAME
Fishing is the main source of fish and junk items.
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The water is separated in 3 areas: shallow water, deep water and very deep water.
These 3 areas will be easy to spot due to their color. Depending on the area taped the character
will cast the line into the water and start fishing. After a few seconds the bobber will move
accompanied by a sound. At this point a vertical moving slider will appear on the screen and the
player will need to tap the screen when the slider is in the middle.
The speed of the slider depends on the depth of the water where the line was cast.
After a few consecutive successful taps the fish will have no more strength point at which the
character will reel in the line, and hopefully, catch a fish. Note: line has a chance to break
depending on fishing skill.
The fish variety is quite big depending on the fishing skill and water depth. Each
successful catch yields a basic 1 piece of Fish, while other times certain species of fish can be
caught which will have a higher selling price.

PROFESSIONS

The professions a character can choose from are Fisherman, Hunter and Joiner. Each
professions has a skill level of 0-100%.
FISHERMAN
Upon choosing the Fisherman profession the player starts with a fishing pole and 10
worms. Starting skill level is 15% offered by the wooden fishing pole. At this point he can
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immediately start fishing but the chance of his line breaking will be quite big and he’ll have
small chance to catch a fish, instead he’ll be more likely to catch junk. The higher the fishing
skill the better the catch, that means smaller chance for the line to break, more rare fish and
random treasure.
In order to increase fishing skill one needs to visit the Fishing Shop from downtown.
There one can buy Rods, Bait and Equipment.
Rods

Fishing skill

Price

Wooden Fishing Pole

15%

9 XEROS

Bamboo Rod

30%

15 XEROS

Fly Rod

45%

22 XEROS

Tenkara Rod

60%

30 XEROS

Spinning Rod

75%

39 XEROS

Trolling Rod

90%

49 XEROS

Graphite Rod

100%

60 XEROS

Description

Price

Fisherman Guide Book

Displays all the fish species
and fish skill required to
catch them as well as water
depth. Certain fish require
special bait which is
mentioned in the Guide Book

7 XEROS

Monofilament

Halves the chance of line
breaking

15 XEROS

Blackrock Vest

Halves stamina drain while
fishing

24 XEROS

Tackle Box

50% chance to not consume
bait.

33 XEROS

Equipment

Bait

Price

Worm

1 XEROS

Stick bait

2 XEROS
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Lipless bait

2 XEROS

Buzz bait

2 XEROS

Jerk Bait

3 XEROS

Musky bait

3 XEROS

Trolling bait

4 XEROS

With the help of the Drying Rack the Fisherman can make small fish jerkies which is
more valuable than raw fish.
HUNTER
Upon choosing to become a hunter the player starts with 1 Basic Rifle and 5 Basic Rifle
Ammo. Starting skill level is 15% offered by the Basic Rifle. At this point he can immediately
start hunting but the chance of the deer hearing him is quite big, not to mention the aim of the
shot at the end. The higher the hunting skill the easier it is to sneak on the game and have a
steady aim.
In order to increase hunting skill one needs to visit the Hunting Shop from downtown.
There one can buy better Rifles, Ammo and Equipment.
Rifles

Hunting skill

Price

Basic Rifle

15%

9 XEROS

Western Bolt

30%

15 XEROS

The Patriot

45%

22 XEROS

Black Barrel

60%

30 XEROS

Savage Shot

75%

39 XEROS

Trophy Hunter

90%

49 XEROS

Pro Stalker

100%

60 XEROS

Description

Price

Equipment
Leafy Pants

Halves the chance of animal
hearing the hunter.

15 XEROS

Camouflage Vest

Halves stamina drain while
hunting

24 XEROS
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Ultimate Golden Scope

50% slower scope move
when targeting game.

Bait

33 XEROS

Price

Basic Rifle Ammo

1 XEROS

Western Bolt Ammo

2 XEROS

The Patriot Ammo

2 XEROS

Black Barrel Ammo

2 XEROS

Savage Shot Ammo

3 XEROS

Trophy Hunter Ammo

3 XEROS

Pro Stalker Ammo

4 XEROS

With the help of the Drying Rack the Hunter can make big jerkies with the raw meat
which is more valuable than raw meat. The animal skin can also be dried to obtain hide.
JOINER
Upon choosing to become a Joiner the player starts with 1 Hand Saw and 5 Nails.
Starting skill level is 15% offered by the Saw. At this point he can immediately start crafting
carpentry specific products. The higher the Joiner skill the more varied and valuable items are
available for crafting.
In order to increase the carpentry skill one needs to visit the Homedepot from
downtown. There one can buy better saws, fasteners and Equipment.
Saw

Carpentry skill

Price

Hand Saw

15%

9 XEROS

Jab Saw

30%

15 XEROS

Hacksaw

45%

22 XEROS

Aggressive Tooth Saw

60%

30 XEROS

Pro Backsaw

75%

39 XEROS

High Tension Low Profile Saw

90%

49 XEROS

Cordless Electric Saw

100%

60 XEROS
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Equipment

Description

Price

Joiner Guide Book

Displays all the craftable
products. Certain products
require special saws and
fasteners which are
mentioned in the Guide Book

15 XEROS

Halves stamina drain while
crafting

24 XEROS

Decreases time penalty when
missing to tap a fastener.

33 XEROS

Joist Hanger
Protective gloves

Fasteners

Price

Nail

1 XEROS

Screw

2 XEROS

Bolt

2 XEROS

Anchor

2 XEROS

Rivet

3 XEROS

Staple

3 XEROS

Specialty Fastener

4 XEROS

The Joiner has to use the Sawmill to start the mini-game at the end of which the desired
products is crafted if a certain minimum score is achieved.
SEASONS

The default season start is summer. Winter will settle in after a fixed number of days
and it’s meant to be a more difficult season compared with summer.
Winter characteristics:
Winter
Harder to maintain the cabin warm by decreasing the amount of time the fireplace offers heat.
This means the player will have to obtain a bigger number of logs for fuel.
While visiting the city and playing the mini-games stamina will decrease much faster.
The entire map, mini-games backgrounds and town will have a snowy look. The view outside
the window will also be snowy.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Besides the fact that the player gets to take care of his character and play mini-games
he will be rewarded with different achievements throughout the game.
Achievement

Description

Reward

Home Decoration

Place your first interior item.

-

Cozy Cabin

Light up the fireplace.

-

Timbeeeeeer!

Win your first woodcutting game.

-

Ouch my nails!

Win your first joiner game.

-

Steady, set, shot!

Win your first hunting game.

-

Become like water, my friend!

Win your first fishing game.

-

My first fish!

Your first fish.

-

A new dawn, a new day

Survive your first day.

-

Deforestation

Play 10 woodcutting games.

Downtown cruising

Visit the town

-

Chilly fever!

Heal yourself with medicine.

-

A companion arrives!

Buy your first pet.

-

Holly mackerel!

Catch your 10th mackerel

Mackerel Trophy

Holly trout!

Catch your 10th trout

Trout Trophy

Deer domination

Hunt your 10th deer

Deer trophy

Potted Evergreen

…..
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